
The Grail Conspiracy

1. Cotten’s father killed himself when she was young.  What effect do you think
that had on her?

2. Cardinal Ianucci believes he is a man of strong faith.  How do you think that
influenced his actions?  Did other character traits have any influence?

3. Have you ever seen zeal like the cardinal’s affect people negatively?

4. Why do you think Cotten always wants what she can’t have?

5. Why do you think it took both Cotten and John to stop Sinclair?  What were
their strengths and weaknesses?

6. At the last minute in the lab, what stopped John from destroying the clone?
What was going through his head?

7. When Sinclair first presented his plan to the cardinal, he made a convincing
case that the Second Coming was to happen just as he said.  John quoted
scripture that could support that the Second Coming was unfolding as it should

and also on the other side of the argument, that Sinclair’s project was an
abomination.  Considering their arguments, do you think one case was stronger
than the other?

8. Sinclair quotes Isaiah—“the wolf shall dwell with the lamb . . . and the calf and
the young lion and the fatling together; and a little child shall lead them.”  He
uses that quote to convince Ianucci, saying the wolf is science and the lamb,

religion.  Do you think science and religion can ever find common ground?

9. Has this book influenced your views on religion, faith, or Bible interpretation?

10. What do you think Cotten and John’s relationship would be like in the future?

11. What do you think were Thornton Graham’s true feelings for Cotten?  What
makes you have that opinion?

12. Why did Motnees appear early in Cotten’s life and then withdraw?



13. When did you first realize who the “old man” was?

14. Why was John on leave-of-absence from the priesthood?

15. Do you believe that twins can communicate even before they can speak?

16. Who do you think Gabriel Archer might have been?  What was his role?
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